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ABSTRACT The overhead transmission line system is one of the methods of transmitting electrical energy

at a high voltage from one point to another, especially over long distances. The demand for electrical energy

is increasing due to the increase in the world population, the evolution of transport technology, and economic

expansion, thereby resulting in overloading to the overhead line (OHL) system. In building new infrastructure

for transmission lines, several issues need to be addressed. Thus, optimizing existing power by increasing

the ampacity of power line is a practical solution to meet energy demand issues. During long-term operation,

the temperature of OHL conductors may increase beyond their rated temperature, which is typically 75 ◦C

for conventional conductors such as aluminum-conductor steel-reinforced cable. This condition is defined as

thermal stress, which results in lower sag vertical clearance, tensile loss, elongation and creep, and reduced

life span of the conductors. This condition must be avoided to ensure that the line is not permanently

elongated, which can disrupt the vertical ground clearance, and to expand the conductor’s life. Other factors

such as lightning, wildfire, aging, and degradation of the conductor can also cause thermal stress on the

conductors and have thermal effects on the conductor’s performance. Therefore, unwanted thermal stress

needs to be examined and identified by monitoring the thermal effect and behavior of the lines. This paper

presents the state of the art in monitoring technologies that can be used to identify thermal stress on OHL

conductors, including the issues and challenges in monitoring. At the end of this paper, a few suggestions

are included to address the occurrence and assessment of thermal stress in lines. Ultimately, this work

may provide complete information to researchers and maintenance engineers to enable them to make better

decisions on condition monitoring, operation, and maintenance of the system.

INDEX TERMS Overhead transmission line, thermal rating, conductor temperature, thermal stress effect,

conditioning monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

Overhead transmission lines are divided into short, medium,

and long distances, with different voltage levels from 33 kV

to more than 500 kV. The transmission lines consist of

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Dwarkadas Pralhaddas Kothari.

an overhead line (OHL) conductor, which is suspended by

transmission towers and supported by pin-type suspension

and air insulators, withstanding both normal operating volt-

age and over-voltages due to switching and lightning. The

most commonly used conductor for transmission lines is

aluminum-conductor steel-reinforced (ACSR) cable due to

its weight and lower cost. Different types of conductors can
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be used in OHL design according to the terrain and capacity

requirements. Thus, OHL conductors need to be improved to

enhance their electrical and mechanical properties [1], [2].

The projected electrical energy demand against the world

population is shown in Fig. 1 [3]. The growth of the world

population is directly linear to the overall energy demand,

both increasing significantly since 1940, and the energy

demand is predicted to increase exponentially in the future.

The increase in energy demand is also related to the increased

use of electrical appliances in households, social activities,

lifestyle, and climate change. Meanwhile, the global indus-

trial sector energy consumption has increased significantly

since 2006, as shown in Fig. 2 [4], because of the Fourth

Industrial Revolution. This situation will produce a tremen-

dous impact on energy demand, which is predicted to reach

as high as 71961 ZW in 2030.

FIGURE 1. Estimation of energy demand in the industrial sector [3].

FIGURE 2. Population growth versus energy and electricity demand[4].

Thus, to meet the energy demand, OHLs need to have

better capability to transmit higher energy. An important issue

that may emerge is how the ampacity of transmission lines

can be enhanced to improve the optimization of power lines

for accommodating electricity demand. Another option is

to build new infrastructure for transmission lines. However,

implementing a new transmission line is not a straightforward

process because many aspects need to be considered, such

as right of way and high cost and time consumption [5].

Therefore, research on increasing line capacity load [6],

thermal behavior of conductors [7], [8], dynamic line rat-

ing (DLR) by using real-time data [9], upgrading existing

line such as reconductoring of lines needs to be strength-

ened. Many studies address issues such as reconductoring old

conductors to improve their performance or increase the line

rating [10]–[12].

Reconductoring may help, but this approach has limitation

in terms of conductor size selection due to existing capacity

and costly installation. Thus, upgrading the line rating is

more practical to solve issues. Load carrying capacity can

be upgraded by increasing the line rating; however, more

current can flow over the thermal limit, causing overload and

increased conductor operating temperature. This incidence

indicates that conductors must not exceed the maximum

allowable conductor temperature in their design to ensure

the reliability and safety of transmission line. The maximum

allowable conductor temperature is governed by 1) the max-

imum permissible sag of the conductor and 2) the thermal

limit of the conductor or hardware damage [13]. Therefore,

conductor temperature limits the transmission line capability.

Thermal rating is an important factor that needs to be taken

into account in designing and operating transmission lines.

One major blackout was reported in the Northeast United

States in 2003 due to the overloading and the failure of the

operator to detect the initial contingency state [14]. Wildfire,

short-circuit, and lightning may also lead to the increase

in temperature and thus cause the conductor to experience

thermal stress in lines. The increase in the conductor tem-

perature affects the mechanical properties and deteriorates

the durability of conductors, causing sag and reduced ground

clearance, tensile loss, accelerated aging of components dur-

ing long-term operation, and disrupted performance of trans-

mission lines. An overheated conductor might also damage

the insulator by causing microcracks [15]. In the long term,

accelerated damage may affect the ability of an insulator to

protect the system.

The issue of thermal stress along transmission lines has

become a topic of interest and priority in current research,

which cover the causes and effects of thermal stress, and

the methods of improving the reliability of the system and

enhancing the transmission line performance [16]–[19] {For-

matting Citation}. Various monitoring techniques have been

developed to address thermal stress along the transmission

lines. The monitoring of OHLs should be able to take place

under many conditions, such as normal, transient, and con-

tingency or fault conditions. Normally, monitoring OHLs

takes into account real-time data and atmospheric condition

to ensure the accuracy. Therefore, monitoring OHLs also

involves monitoring weather conditions to determine the line
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rating of a specified conductor, thus ensuring that conductors

are in good condition and perform well, which may reduce

losses and risk of faults.

In this paper, contemporary trends and advancements

related to overhead conductors and comprehensive studies to

identify andmonitoring thermal stress onOHLs are reviewed.

The following are the main contributions of the paper:

• Conventional OHL and modified conductors are briefly

reviewed. The reasons for market availability of replace-

ment conductors along with the advantages of different

types of conductors are presented.

• A fundamental review on thermal line rating is presented

along with thermal stress and potential risks associated

with untreated thermal stress in terms of mechanical and

electrical performances.

• A review of the issues and challenges encountered dur-

ing thermal stress monitoring is presented.

• The available standards for overhead transmission line

related with thermal behavior of the lines are given to

help engineers in planning, design, and maintenance

process scheduling.

• The state-of-the-art equipment and techniques for

detecting thermal stress and suggestions for the assess-

ment of thermal stress are given, thus helping ensure that

the operation andmaintenance process can be performed

effectively.

Conventional and modern OHL conductors are highlighted

in Section 2. The transmission line thermal ratings are dis-

cussed in Section 3. The causes and effects of thermal stress

are discussed in Section 4. The effects of thermal stress on

OHLs are discussed in Section 5. Thermal monitoring tech-

niques, available standards for OHLs, issues, and challenges

are discussed in Section 6. The conclusion of this review

and suggestions for future improvement of thermal stress

condition monitoring technologies are outlined in Section 7.

II. OHL CONDUCTORS

A transmission line consists of a capacitor and separated by

air, which acts as a dielectric between them. The potential

difference between conductors in transmission lines causes

them to be charged similarly to capacitors, proportional to

its length. Capacitance is neglected for short transmission

lines but is considered an important parameter in long lines

(typically more than 100 km) and in high-voltage lines [20].

As the length of conductor increases, the capacitance also

increases in OHLs. When more than one conductor is placed

close to each other, a coupling effect from the electric field

will occur. This effect is represented by mutual capacitance

between the conductors and is associated with the ability to

hold an electric charge between two adjacent conductors.

The magnitude of mutual capacitance depends on the dis-

tance between spacing conductors. The decrease in the dis-

tance between line phases increases the mutual capacitance.

A high mutual capacitance corresponds to high losses and

power transmitted to the receiving end. In contrast, if the

height of the line increases, then the capacitance will also

decrease, thereby increasing the tension of lines [21]. In some

cases, the conductor may break due to excessive tension.

Therefore, sag is allowed to minimize the tension in lines,

and both have been compromised towards the safe limits.

Another practice is by having a line transposition whereby

the conductors or phases being moved to the next physical

location in a regular sequence in order to reduce the effect of

capacitance and the electrostatic unbalanced voltages. This

will also help to reduce the system losses and to stabilize the

system voltage.

OHL conductors are an important structure in a power

transmission network. An OHL is used to transmit the wave

of voltage and current from one point to another along trans-

mission lines. The selection of conductor type, dimension,

and electrical and mechanical properties has a major impact

on transmission line design. The overhead bare conductor can

be classified into two types: homogeneous and nonhomoge-

neous [22]. A homogeneous conductor consists of the same

strand material, whereas a nonhomogeneous conductor—

also known as a composite conductor—consists of mixed

strands of wires from different materials. Usually, two types

of materials are combined in a conductor to enhance its the

mechanical and electrical properties. Two types of overhead

conductors are used in transmission lines: conventional and

modified. A modified conductor is designed to cope with

specified line applications and requirements. It can also oper-

ate in higher temperatures than the conventional conductor.

A good conductor should have optimum efficiency in trans-

mit electric power during operation. Aside from implemen-

tation and hardware costs, electrical properties need to be

considered in selecting the right conductor. A good conductor

should have [22]:

• Lower thermal elongation expansion. Material wire with

a low thermal coefficient expansion is preferred, thereby

ensuring that the conductor can withstand high temper-

atures with less sag.

• Lower electrical resistance. A conductor with a low

electrical resistance experiences less electrical loss and

allows for increased ratings.

• High conductivity of material. High conductivity

enables the flow of more current through the conductor,

thereby allowing more energy to be transmitted.

• High strength of material. This feature ensures that the

conductor can withstand high operating temperatures

and extreme weather.

A. CONVENTIONAL CONDUCTORS

Conventional conductors have a round wire strand made from

different types of materials that comprise several strands

united into a bulk conductor. The arrangement of the strands

of a conventional conductor is shown in Fig. 3. This fig-

ure illustrates a wire stranding that consists of a center wire

surrounded by one or more layers depending on the size of

the conductor. However, the number of high-strand cores will

delay the effect of the elongation of a conductor. Conven-

tional conductors include all-aluminum conductor (AAC),
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FIGURE 3. Strands of (a) ACAR (b) ACSR wires [22].

all-aluminum alloy conductor (AAAC), aluminum-conductor

alloy-reinforced (ACAR), ACSR, and aluminum alloy con-

ductor steel-reinforced (AACSR) [22], [23]. Traditionally,

a conventional conductor consists of all- aluminum alloy

strands, where the aluminum core of the strands is replaced

with other core strand materials such as steel or alloy (e.g.,

ACSR and AACSR) to improve their electrical and mechan-

ical properties because aluminum wire has a high thermal

expansion coefficient, resulting in faster expansion of the

core strand when exposed to high temperature. Furthermore,

it has the potential to creep under high temperatures over their

operation times. In contrast, steel strengthens the conductor

by bearing the tensile load and having low thermal elonga-

tion properties. Alternatively, most transmission lines use the

ACSR conductor as bare overhead transmission line due to

the following advantages [23]:

• The presence of steel core in ACSR reduces its elonga-

tion and thus its tendency to experience low sag during

operation.

• ACSR has good conductivity and high-tensile strength,

thereby enabling it to be installed in icy andwind loading

areas.

• ACSR offers more durability, having five times greater

fatigue life than AAAC. Thus, it is at less risk of being

broken by falling tree limbs.

With these advantages, ACSR is a common conductor,

as mentioned earlier in overhead transmission lines.

The standard operation temperature of conventional con-

ductors ranges between 50 ◦C and 75 ◦C depending on the

size of the conductor [24], [25]. However, some conductors

can operate beyond the normal ranges according to their size

due to uprating line issues. For instance, the maximum con-

tinuous operating temperature for ACSR DRAKE 795 kcmil

(26/7) is 93 ◦C with emergency rating of 127 ◦C [19].

Nevertheless, the normal maximum operating temperature

of conventional conductors should not exceed 75 ◦C to pre-

vent annealing. The conventional conductor tends to give

permanent losses due to the annealing of aluminum strands

at temperatures over 94 ◦C to 100 ◦C caused by thermal

stress [19], [22].

In the CIGRE technical brochure [26], the maximum

allowable conductor temperature is prorated at 95 ◦C as long

as the electrical clearance does not exceed when increase

the thermal rating of the conductor. This condition will help

increase the thermal rating between 20% and 40% without

replacing the conductor for OHL. However, continuous expo-

sure to high temperature may degrade the tensile strength

of OHLs. Reference [27] concluded that a nonhomogeneous

conductor has better mechanical properties than a homoge-

neous conductor. These newly obtained properties increased

the maximum operating conductor temperature over 80 ◦C

without negative effects on the conductor. The selection of

conductor installation is another crucial aspect. A conductor

must not only withstand wind and weather loading, but must
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TABLE 1. Commonly available conventional conductors in OHL.

also be suitable to the local terrain. For example, a conductor

installed near the coast will be prone to severe corrosion

problems. Therefore, AAAC is more suitable because it has

superior anticorrosion properties. The AACSR conductor is

good for extra-long spans, such as across rivers, because of

its combination of high-tensile aluminum alloy and steel,

thereby having a higher tensile strength and moderate con-

ductivity for conducting electric current. Table 1 lists a

comparison of common conventional conductors and their

application in OHL.

B. MODIFIED CONDUCTORS

The improvement of conductor performance was studied

in [22], [24], [32]–[40]. The conventional conductor has been

upgraded to enhance its power through the transmission line

under specific conditions. Modifications such as using dif-

ferent types of coating for corrosion resistance, deformation

of strand shape, and changing the geometric configuration of

the conductor, were made to optimize the conductor perfor-

mance. The electrical and mechanical properties of transmis-

sion lines were improved to strengthen the conductor’s ability

to resist strong wind (galloping), low wind speed (aeolian

vibration), ice loading, and high temperatures. Table 2 lists

the various types of modified conductors according to their

respective groups.

The trapezoidal wire (TW) geometry of aluminum wire

will reduce 10% of the outer diameter of a conventional

round conductor [22]. As a result of the compactness, more

aluminum conductors can be added, thereby it is stronger to

endure in icy and wind load. This type uses a conventional

conductor with a modified geometric configuration but with

a lighter weight and improved current carrying capacity.

TW conductors are typically used to increase the current

carrying capacity and reduce the impact on the conductor to

ensure that it can handle high operating temperatures and has

a low sag effect [23]. For instance, ACSS/TW not only has a

reduced diameter but also an increased operating temperature

range from 200 ◦C to 250 ◦Cwithout affecting themechanical

properties [39]. The TW conductor is also applied to the self-

damping conductors such as ASCR/SD to reduce the con-

ductor size and hence offer better temperature gradient, low

resistance, and low drag for better resistance to the aeolian

vibration [33].

Another conductor with different geometric arrangements

is the motion resistance conductor, which consists of a

twisted- pair (TP) conductor and oval conductor to better

withstand extreme wind loading. These conductors are used

to address aeolian vibration and galloping due to high wind

speed. The effect of aeolian vibration and galloping may

result in conductor fatigue, damaged structure and flashover

when conductor phases make contact with each other. Motion

resistance conductors have two sub-conductors according to

the thermal and mechanical strength required by the line.

The sub-conductors can consist of AAC, AAAC, ACAR,

ACSR, ACSR/TW, and AAC/TW conductors [22]. CIGRE

WG22.11.04 recommends a safe design tension at an average
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TABLE 2. Types of modified conductor.

temperature by using a certain conductor according to terrain

categories to address the aeolian vibration [41].

The high-temperature low-sag (HTLS) conductors became

popular several years ago due to its high performance.

Research has covered the performance [42]–[45], durabil-

ity [32], [46], [47], economic cost [24], [48]–[50], ways to

increase the ampacity line [51], [52] and material properties

of HTLS conductors [1], [53], [54]. An HTLS conductors is

not only able to address the vibration and galloping issues

but can also increase the current carrying capacity of trans-

mission lines to meet higher electricity demand. Given space

construction and investment issues, the HTLS conductors is

also viewed as the best solution to power demand issues.

The HTLS conductors can operate at higher temperatures

ranging from 150 ◦C to 250◦ C [55]. Table 3 lists the operating

temperatures of several HTLS conductors, showing that these

conductors can better withstand high-temperature operations

than the conventional conductor.

HTLS is an option to reconductor existing transmission

lines and deal with power demand. It also has less weight, less

sag, and more strength even at the same diameter as ACSR.

Moreover, HTLS conductors have the potential to carry more

current than conventional conductors. The performance of

the composite-core ACCC conductor was recently studied

in [44]. The sag of the ACCC conductor was much lower than

that of ACSRwhen they exceed their knee-point temperatures

of 90 ◦C and 70 ◦C, respectively, because of the mechanical

properties of ACCC, which has a lower core tensile strength

than ACSR at approximately the same diameter. A detailed

comparison between HTLS and ACSR was discussed

in [56].

The performance comparison of several HTLS and con-

ventional conductor as reported by manufacturers is shown

in Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b) [57]. The comparison shows that

HTLS can better handle high conductor temperatures with

low-sag incidence at elevated temperatures compared with

the conventional conductor. However, among the HTLS con-

ductors, ACCC performs best because it has low-sag impact

even at elevated temperatures due to the high-tensile strength

of carbon hybrid contributed by the core strand compared

with most other HTLS core strands. The geometric design

of HTLS conductors offers a smaller conductor to address

the sagging problem and to maintain a good clearance when

the conductors are operated at elevated temperatures, thereby

reducing the structural weight and installation cost [22].

HTLS not only offers better geometry configuration but also

has good electrical conductivity. Other advantages of HTLS

include [58], [60], [61]:

• Good conductivity and low resistivity, which allows

more current flow to optimize the carrying capacity.

• A low thermal expansion coefficient, which gives it the

ability to withstand high operating temperatures with

lower thermal elongation, resulting in minimum sag

impact.

• Lower electrical resistance, which offers less electrical

loss and allows for increased rating.
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FIGURE 4. (a) Comparison of sag performance between several
conductors [57]. (b) Comparison of ampacity between conductor
OHLs [57].

Thus, HTLS conductors are the best solution to upgrade the

power lines from ACSR and to be used for new high-voltage

transmission lines. Alternatively, reconductoring HTLS from

existing lines of a conventional conductor is more practical

to improve the capacity of power lines. Therefore, the eco-

nomic cost of reconductoring has driven a new field of stud-

ies. Table 4 shows the comparison cost between ACSR and

ACCC, taking into account the new construction of power

lines by using a different ACSR conductor or replacing an

existing ACSR conductor with ACCC to improve the current

capacity of the lines.

The new ACSR Hawk conductor is considered because

it can improve the current capacity by 13% more than the

existing ACSR Ostrich conductor. However, the new ACSR

TABLE 3. Properties of HTLS conductor [22], [58], [59].

conductor is bigger than the old one. Thus, the weight of the

conductor needs to be considered to avoid sagging issues. The

ACCC conductor has a 31% higher current carrying capacity

than the existing ACSR conductor and a lower weight and

size [49]. The cost of reconductoring of HTLS is two times

lower than building a new ACSR power line option. In con-

trast, a study in [50] on uprating a 220 kV double circuit

to 1260 A compared a few HTLS conductors for uprating

with an equivalent diameter as the existing ACSR conductor.

The ACCC offers the lowest power losses because of its low

resistance. However, ACSS is preferred because the ACCC

conductor has 51% higher installation and maintenance costs

than the ACSS conductor, as shown in Fig. 5. However,

despite its high installation cost, the ACCC conductor offers
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TABLE 4. Comparison cost of applicable solution to improve power line
rating [49].

FIGURE 5. Comparison cost of reconductoring HTLS for 220kV [50].

more benefits because it can reduce more line losses than

other HTLS conductors, thereby ensuring more profitable

long-term returns, as reported in [57]. Another study in [48]

used the ACCC conductor for uprating 132 KV power lines

because it ensures better profits than other HTLS conductors

given its approximately three times higher power transfer

capability than the ACSR conductor. Table 5 shows the com-

parison cost between ACSR and ACCC conductors per foot

according to the current capacity and diameter size[45]. The

conductor size is represented as the area of the conductor in

kcmil unit. The ACCC conductor is smaller than the ACSR

conductor and avoids sag issues because of its light weight,

and it can also operate at high temperatures.

III. TRANSMISSION LINE THERMAL RATING

Thermal rating is associated with the continuous temperature

conductor as it limits transmission line capability. Increasing

the thermal rating allows transmission lines to be operated

close to their actual ampacity. As a result, line temperature

will increase as well. Ultimately, the transmission lines can be

fully utilized to transmit higher electrical power throughout

the operating time. Ampacity is referred to as the maximum

continuous current carrying capacity of the conductors, where

the rating needs to comply with the permissible sag and line

ground clearance stipulated during the planning and design-

ing of the line according to the size of the conductor of the

transmission line.

The line rating cannot be obtained directly from the line.

It has to be calculated based on the assumed or measured

weather condition, solar heating, convective and radiative

cooling, load current, and physical properties of conductors.

Two standards are available to determine the transmission

line thermal rating, namely, IEEE 738 standard and CIGRE

standard [62], [63], which can be used to determine the maxi-

mum ampacity of the bare conductor, which is the maximum

line rating that refers to continuous current flow along the line

in the steady-state thermal rating and transient rating.

In the steady-state thermal rating, these standards provide

the same concept of heat balance, where the heat gain to

the conductor is balanced by the heat dissipated to the sur-

rounding air. In contrast, the transient rating, the conduc-

tor is not in the thermal equilibrium as the heat stored in

the conductor. Both standards can be used to determine the

conductor temperature and have been studied and reported

in [64]. This work applied the same concept and found that

both standards have different equations and considerations

in determining the ampacity rating in the calculation. Never-

theless, both methods have no significant difference in their

results [19], [65], [66]. The temperature and thermal rating

may be different in each span due to different atmospheric

conditions although the same current loading flows through

the lines. The line rating of the conductor was calculated by

using available standards and applying real-time data in [67],

[68]. The line rating of the conductor is dependent on weather

conditions in specific circumstances. This line rating is called

dynamic thermal rating, which can assist operators in fore-

casting the line rating and temperature of lines as well in their

planning, designing, and operating process.

A. STEADY-STATE THERMAL RATING

The steady-state thermal rating is defined as the maximum

electric continuous current corresponding to the maximum

allowable conductor temperature according to weather condi-

tion and physical conductor parameters. In this state, the line

rating is constant and does not vary with time. Likewise,

the conductor temperature and current are constant and uni-

form; this condition is called equilibrium condition. The

IEEE and CIGRE standards are aligned in using the heat

balance concept, where the heat obtained from the conduc-

tor is balanced with the heat loss (cooling process). Thus,

no heat is stored in the conductors. The heating and cooling

process of the OHL conductor is illustrated in Fig. 6 [69].

The figure indicates that the heat gain of the conductor is

contributed by solar heating (Ps) and ohmic losses (Pj), and

heat loss is due to convection (Pc) and radiation (Pr) by the
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TABLE 5. Comparison cost between ACCC and ACSR according to current [45].

FIGURE 6. Heating and cooling process of overhead conductor [69].

conductor. CIGRE recommends taking into account the skin

and magnetic effects in heating calculation especially for an

odd number of aluminum layers of the conductor.

The heat produced by conductors as a result of solar

radiation and ohmic losses can increase the overall conduc-

tor temperature. Solar intensity can be determined through

measurement. Normally, the value is obtained from amethod-

ological station near the transmission line or by using an

appropriate measurement device located specifically under

the measurement area of the transmission line. This method

can provide the real-time thermal rating during opera-

tion under any circumstance. However, for planning and

design purposes, maximum solar radiationmay be considered

in worst-case conditions. In other hands, solar heat gain

can be determined by using the IEEE and CIGRE meth-

ods. A detailed calculation of solar heat gain is described

in [62], [63]. A comparison between the IEEE and CIGRE

standards was discussed in [65], [66], [70]. Basically, in the

IEEE, the standard SI calculation unit is inW/ft2, while in the

CIGRE standard, the SI calculation unit is W/m2.

Conductor heat gained by ohmic or joule losses occur when

the current passes through the conductor. It is proportional to

the resistance of a conductor (�/m) times the square of the

total direct current in ampere (I2RTC). Significantly, it affects

the thermal rating calculation compared with solar heat gain.

The value of conductor resistance varies according to the size,

material, frequency, and length of the conductor. Basically,

it is provided bymanufacturer or it can be calculated at certain

desired temperatures, as described in [22].

The amount of current flow through the conductor pro-

duces heat in the conductor. The heat stored in the conductor

must be dissipated to the environment. Otherwise, it can cause

the temperature of the conductor to continuously increase

over the temperature rating and result in the deterioration of

the conductor. Thus, to reduce the temperature of the conduc-

tors, the unwanted heat must be dissipated to the atmosphere

by cooling effect. Cooling is the major factor that contributes

to heat loss and consists of radiative and convective heat loss.

Convective heat loss occurs when the wind crosses the

surface of the conductor and carries heat to the surrounding

area of the conductor.

Complex cooling which consists of natural cooling

(no wind speed) and forced cooling (low and high wind

speed). The high wind speed will contribute to low conductor

temperature because more heat transfer occurs during this

situation. The IEEE standards recommend calculating the

cooling heat transfer in all wind speed conditions, but a

higher result will be considered in convective heat transfer to

determine the thermal rating. In contrast, radiative heat losses

occur without any physical contact between the heated body

and the surroundings. Unlike convective heat loss, the heat

leaves the conductor and is transmitted to the surroundings

without any physical contact (gas, fluid, solid).

Usually, radiative heat transfer is a small fraction of the

total heat transfer. However, the wind velocity can also affect

the heat transfer of the conductor by which the radiative

heat losses can be as much as 40% of convective cooling

at low wind speed, and it becomes less important at higher

wind speeds [13]. Cooling heat transfer effect under different
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case studies by using numerical simulation can be found

in [71]. Alternatively, the ACSR conductor temperature can

be estimated based on IEEE and CIGRE standards, and

wind velocity was found to be the major contributor to the

reduced surface temperature of the conductor. Therefore, line

rating varies for each span along the lines. To address this

issue, the operator needs to identify the critical span and use

dynamic thermal rating, which involves the present ambient

condition under line examination. Thus, the power delivered

to the line can be limited to ensure the continuous safe oper-

ation of OHL. The heat balance equation in IEEE is given as

qc + qr = qs + I2RTC , (1)

where qc = convection heat loss rate, w/ft; qr = radiation heat

loss rate, w/ft; qs = solar heat gain, w/ft; qj = joule heating

losses, w/ft (qj = I2RTc; I = conductor current, A (DC or AC

at 50 Hz or 60 Hz); and RTc = resistance of the conductor at

operating temperature Tc, �/ft.

With (1) rearranged, the ampacity of the line can be written

as

I =

√

qc + qr − qs

RTc
(2)

The CIGRE heat balance equation is considered another heat

source. Heat losses in the equilibrium equation, such as mag-

netic heating, corona heating, and evaporative cooling, can be

written as [62]

Pj + Ps + Pm + Pi = Pc + Pr + Pw (3)

where heat gain to the conductor consists of Pj = joule

heating; Ps = solar heating; Pm = magnetic heating; Pi =

corona heating.Meanwhile, heat dissipated due to the cooling

effect consist of Pc = convective cooling; Pr = radiative

cooling; and Pw = evaporative cooling. However, Pm,Pi, and

Pw can be ignored due to the difficulty of assessment. The

conductor’s temperature did not rise significantly, and any

such increase rarely occurs [25], [72], [73]. However, [74]

found that evaporative cooling affects the conductor temper-

ature and ampacity of the line. The temperature of a conductor

operating under wet conditions due to heavy rain is lower than

that of dry conductor.

The effect of rain and precipitation rate on conductor tem-

perature was also studied in [75]. Water droplets formed on

the surface of the conductor in the presence of wind, thereby

increasing the evaporation rate and lowering the conductor

temperature. The result indicate that the conductor tempera-

ture drops during rainfall in summer and affects the ampacity

of lines. Nevertheless, assessing all lines under wet conditions

is difficult because of uneven terrain and weather conditions.

Therefore, conductor temperature will be neglected in the

calculation of thermal rating [62]. Hence, the heat balance

can be simplified as

Pj + Ps = Pc + Pr (4)

Similarly, with the use of (2), the current thermal rating in the

CIGRE standard can be defined as

I =

√

Pc + Pr − Ps

RTc
(5)

In accordance with the research interest and the data

obtained by researchers, researchers can determine which

standard is more practical and convenient because the two

standards have minimal differences.

B. TRANSIENT STEADY STATE

Transient steady state is considered during emergency and

fault occurrences, where the operating current exceeds the

nominal rating, which is the permissible maximum continu-

ous rating of the current in a short period of time. Excess cur-

rent suddenly changes due to various factors such as lightning

strikes, short-circuit occurrences in lines, overload, and the

failure of protection devices, thereby causing power system

failure. In this state, the conductor temperature increases

gradually from the normal operating temperature and varies

with the step change of time. This condition may cause the

conductor temperature exceed the designed operating tem-

perature. However, in some cases, a short-term temperature

increase is allowed.

Current rating with permitted time periods was studied

in [76]. This approach is crucial to ensure that the line does

not exceed the vertical clearance and to avoid the aging

process. The equation of transient steady state can be written

as

qc + qr + mCp

(

dTC

dt

)

= qs + I2RTC (6)

Then, rearranging (6) will derive

dT c

dt
=

1

mCp

[

I2RTC + qs − qc − qr

]

(7)

where m = mass of conductor per unit length; Cp = specific

heat of conductor material, t = remaining time; I = current

of conductor; and RTc = altering current (AC) resistance of

conductor at operating temperature, Tc.

The equation is similar to steady-state heat transfer balance

with conductor heat capacity included in the transient state

according to transient time. Heat capacity is the amount of

heat supplied to a mass of material, and it does not change

as the conductor size varies. However, for different types of

materials, the total heat capacities need to be determined,

as in [77]. Table 6 lists the specified heat for common con-

ductor materials at 25 ◦C. A detailed sample calculation of

transient thermal rating is shown in [62], [63]. Reference [78]

calculated transient thermal rating by using the IEEE stan-

dard under different conditions of real-time data. The study

indicates, a small remaining time (time taken from normal

operating temperature to attain the maximum allowable tem-

perature) can contribute to thermal load on the line. Studies

in [16], [79] estimated thermal rating and conductor tem-

perature during contingencies. Real-time data were used to
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TABLE 6. Specific heat of common conductor wire materials [22].

forecast the transient thermal rating in OHLs. For that pur-

pose, important input parameters such as line rating, material

properties of the conductor, dynamic weather condition, and

direct measurement of OHLs need to be examined.

IV. CAUSES OF THERMAL STRESS AND THEIR EFFECTS

ON OHLs

This section highlights factors that contribute to the thermal

stress on OHL, which lead to unwanted effects on conductor

OHLs. The relations between thermal stress and the effect are

shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 7. Relevance between temperature and effects.

A. CAUSES OF THERMAL STRESS

Temperature is a limitation in overhead transmission lines

performance; a predetermined maximum operating tempera-

ture cannot be exceeded. Excess thermal stress in conductors

may occur due to overloaded operation, short-circuits, and

natural causes, such as lightning strikes, wildfire, andweather

conditions that can increase the excess heat along OHLs.

1) OVERLOAD

Overload issues are the subject of interest in research on

power transmission lines. Overload of the transmission lines

occurs when a large amount of current flow and cause power

system instability as a result of high load demand, espe-

cially during peak hours. Moreover, the limitation of new

transmission line construction leads to overloading problems.

Heavy load demand has been driven by rapid population

growth, economic development over the years, and increased

usage of electrical appliances, especially during summer [80].

Thus, the ampacity of existing transmission lines needs to

be optimized. However, the CIGRE report recommended that

the increase in the conductor temperature should not exceed

20 ◦C from the maximum continuous operating conductor

temperature when the line current is equivalent to the line

rating for safety reasons [81] because an excessive current

flowwill cause the temperature of the conductors to gradually

increase from the original design criteria. Eventually, the tem-

perature will exceed the thermal limit of OHL and create

excessive thermal stress in lines. In the worst-case scenario,

overload may result in power blackouts, which can affect

social, economic, industrial, and political activities [82].

A study found that the increasing amounts of current flowing

through the lines lead to the temperature rise of conductors,

as shown in Fig. 8 [83]. The study also found that, when

the current is increased, the allowable overload time of the

conductor depends on the conductor size. Study in [84] found

that, conductor temperature increase proportionally with the

ampacity of the line. Therefore, optimizing the line may pose

a risk of temperature rise during operation.

FIGURE 8. Relationship of temperature and current with different
diameters [83].

Numerous studies focused on improving the capability

of OHL to overcome the overloading issue [40], [85]–[88],

[64]–[68]. These studies obtained the maximum allowable

operating temperature of the conductor and allowable current

through the transmission lines. Therefore, dynamic thermal

line rating (DTLR) is applied to the line to calculate the

maximum thermal rating by using real-time weather condi-

tion data. The actual weather condition on the specified line
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is used to improve the reliability system of the lines and thus

obtain the actual thermal rating.

Alternatively, the dynamic thermal rating system aims to

improve the conventional static thermal rating. It is more

reliable because it gives an actual conductor temperature

according to the current weather conditions. Moreover, it also

helps to determine the actual ampacity of the line compared

with the static rating [67]. The static thermal rating is not

an appropriate method especially during seasonal weather,

because it uses constant time data even during a worst-case

scenario in the study area. Consequently, static thermal rating

has the potential to overestimate the line rating. Apart from

the load demand, overloading also occurred due to human

errors and protection failures, which cause line tripping.

Thus, advanced protection schemes and faulty assessments

need to be implemented to avoid unnecessary tripping dur-

ing operation and prevent thermal overload in transmission

lines [64], [86], [89]–[91].

2) WILDFIRE

Wildfire is one of the factors that cause thermal stress

along transmission lines. It happens frequently during sum-

mer seasons in some countries. Extreme wind velocity and

dry wind are the main factors that contribute to explosive

fire growth, causing power line failures in California and

Australia, as reported in [92]. Wildfire incidences may be

induced by natural phenomena or human activities. However,

natural phenomena are of particular concern because they

are influenced by climate change. Flame temperatures can

reach up to 1000 ◦C to 1200 ◦C, thereby severely affecting

tower structures, conductors, and operations [93], [94]. The

conductors can be heated during long-term exposure to fire,

as shown in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 9. Line temperature with or without forest fire [93].

Thermal stress resulting from heat and flame can increase

the conductor wire of OHLs. In distribution lines, a wooden

pole easily catches fire and melts the conductor. Burned

conductors cannot transmit electric currents. Flames from

forest fire can increase the overhead conductor temperature

in transmission lines and subsequently accelerate mechan-

ical deterioration. This condition may affect the conductor

length and increase the ambient temperature. Consequently,

the operating temperature of the transmission lines would be

approximately higher 5 ◦C to 15 ◦C than the ambient tempera-

ture. High winds cause the line temperature to rise faster [93].

The interrelationship between the high flame caused by wild-

fire and the temperature rise from the line conductor is studied

by using anACSR conductor with awildfiremodel. The inter-

relationship was proven, with the overhead conductor tem-

perature increasing as the flame height of wildfire increased

under various wind velocities [95]. Thus, a massive fire will

more greatly affect the conductor temperature and accelerate

the aging of the conductor. The temperature can increase

rapidly due to the heat transfer mechanism by convective

and radiative heat loss. These two heat transfer methods

influence the rise of surface temperature of the overhead

conductor [93], [95], [96]. The ambient temperature near

the affected area increases due to heat from the fire source,

preventing the heat from dissipating from the conductor and

accelerating the rise in the conductor temperature. When the

temperature exceeds the allowable temperature, emergency

condition will be experienced by the conductor and cause the

line to age.

3) LIGHTNING STROKES

Lightning is a natural phenomenon that can directly strike

shield wires, tower, and phase conductor transmission sys-

tems or indirectly strike any object near the line and the

ground. The strike may generate transient voltage that

exceeds the thermal limit of the struck object, thereby causing

supply disruption in a transmission line. Lightning has a peak

stroke current with a potential range from 2 kA to 200 kA.

Within microseconds at a 40 kA peak strike, it brings a

temperature of 30,000 K, and 39.55 × 103 joule/ohm of

energy [97], [98]. Therefore, due to that potential, the thermal

stress behavior of conductor lines can be affected.

Several studies have been conducted to assess the over-

head lightning performance by direct and indirect lightning

on the OHLs [99]–[102], [77]–[80]. When lightning strikes

overhead phase conductors, it bypasses ground wires in a

condition called shielding failure. When lightning strikes

the phase conductor, the current will inject into the lines,

divide into two parts, then travel toward the line. The upper

conductor experiences more frequent strikes than the lower

phase conductor. The strike results in a higher amplitude

current in upper conductor than in other phase conduc-

tors [103]. The CIGRE technical brochure reported that phase

conductors were struck by lightning 85 times within five

years [104]. [105] reported that flashover induced by light-

ning strike on the OHL is detrimental to phase conductors

and ground wires, as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The

high current carried by lightning has the potential to burn

the outer layer of aluminum wires, which may affect the
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FIGURE 10. Flashover damage [105].

FIGURE 11. Lightning damage to conductor [105].

capability to transmit electricity over OHL. Such damage

may not be immediately visible, but it will become more

severe during heavy load operation or extreme weather event.

Hence, the thermal effect needs to be studied further.

The effect of lightning strike-induced temperature

increases on cylinder conductors has been studied. A lab-

oratory test was conducted by using international standard

heavy impulse 10/350 µs lightning current impulses [106].

The difference in temperature rise depends on the conductor

cross section, where the smallest cross section contributes

to a large temperature increase. A small conductor is highly

affected, and heavy lightning strikemaymelt the wire. Hence,

a telecommunication conductor is more affected by lightning

because of the size of the installed cable. However, research

on phase conductor temperature due to lightning strike is

limited. Thus, further research on thermal behavior of lines

should focus on lightning occurrence because the high peak

current and temperature of lightning may lead to thermal

stress to the phase conductor and degrade the performance

of the conductor. Even short, repetitive strikes can indirectly

accelerate the aging process of the line.

4) INFLUENCE OF WEATHER

Thermal stress can also be caused by environmental fac-

tors. Weather conditions cause the conductor to contract and

expand during temperature changes, and extreme weather

affects the thermal behavior of conductors. Fig. 12 shows the

various weather parameters that influence thermal stress to

the OHL.

FIGURE 12. Influence of weather conditions on conductor temperature.

In the heat balance concept, the heat in the conductor

has to dissipate into the air to avoid temperature increase.

Therefore, ambient temperatures should be kept low enough

to enable heat to move to cooler areas. In contrast, the con-

ductor temperature increases when the ambient temperature

increases and worsens without wind or with low wind in the

area. The variations in the ambient temperature depending on

the vicinity of the transmission line. Regions with extreme

changing seasons in summer and winter may have different

ambient temperatures, which result in varying conductor tem-

peratures and ampacity of OHLs. The effect of the seasons

on the ampacity of the line and conductor temperature during

four seasons was studied in [107]. This study aimed to better

understand actual line behaviors for optimizing line utilities.

During summer peak seasons, electricity demand is higher

than that in other seasons due to air conditioner use, thereby

decreasing the ampacity of lines [108].

Fig. 13 illustrates the relationship between atmospheric

factor and conductor temperature [109]. According to the

figure, current load and weather condition parameters such

as wind speed, wind direction, solar radiation, and ambi-

ent temperature are the crucial factors that contribute to the

conductor temperature. The conductor temperature increases

when the conductor is exposed to the sun. Higher solar

intensity causes the conductor to gain more heat emitted

by the sun. The solar heat gain of the conductor relies on

solar intensity, exposure of the conductor’s surface area to

the sun, and the effectiveness of the absorptivity on the

conductor’s surface. However, the situation worsens without

wind, thereby increasing the conductor temperature. A lower

cooling effect obstructs the heat transfer process as a result of

high conductor temperature. Wind velocity also contributes

to determining the conductor temperature. A higher wind

speed causes a lower conductor temperature [110] because
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FIGURE 13. Influence of weather conditions on conductor
temperature [109].

more heat can dissipate from the conductor under a higher

wind speed. Good agreement with a study [74] was found.

However, after a certain time, continuous wind speed is less

significant on the conductor temperature [111]. The studies

also analyze the cooling effect under various wind speeds.

The relation between wind effect and the conductor’s surface

temperature and ampacity was also studied in [112]. Thus,

wind is a crucial factor that can influence the line temperature.

Studies on wind speed aim to prevent overestimating the

conductor temperature and determine how the ampacity can

be optimized because the cooling effect is a major factor in

changing the conductor temperature along OHLs.

Wind speed and ambient temperature are closely related

to each other in influencing the temperature line. Refer-

ence [113] shows the correlation of ambient temperature and

wind speed on current rating. They reported that the increase

in wind speed and lower ambient temperature can increase

the line rating. [114] found that the conductor temperature is

lower during the day than at night due to higher wind speed

during daytime. Hence, the temperature increase may not be

solely affected by the current carrying load, but weather plays

a role in increasing the temperature during operation. Wind

direction also influences the conductor temperature, as found

in [115]. The conductor temperature varies along the line

according to the angle of the wind blowing on the conductor

surface. A parallel wind that blows on the conductor can

increase the conductor temperature because the conductor

receives low wind speed. The cooling effect is greatest when

the wind is perpendicular to the conductor. At this wind

angle, higher wind speed against the conductor reduces the

temperature, as shown in Fig. 13. Furthermore, the B2CIGRE

working group reported that the conductor temperature and

ruling span sag may vary for each span due to different wind

directions even though the air temperature, solar heating, and

span length of the OHL are constant [116]. Hence, weather

affects the conductor temperature as it varies along the lines

according to the atmospheric condition. In the worst case,

temperature is high when solar intensity and ambient temper-

ature are high, and wind speed is low and the wind direction

is parallel to the conductor.

5) SHORT-CIRCUIT

Short-circuit can occur due to excessive current flow of the

line during operation, unintentional accident, breakdown of

equipment, insulation failure, contact between two conduc-

tors due to weather conditions, and environmental natural

phenomena. During a short-circuit, a massive electric current

flow takes place, which can lead to power outage, broken

circuit devices, fire, and explosion. Excess heat is also pro-

duced, lead to overcurrent flow through the line conductor.

Excessive heating may increase the conductor temperature

during a short-circuit and caused the rapid expansion of alu-

minum wires, which can lead to the bird caging event [105].

Conductor temperatures rose from 120 ◦C to 180 ◦C during

a short-circuit test [117].

Moreover, short-circuit occurrences in transmission lines

are under fault current where the currentsmay reach or exceed

10000 A. A short-circuit may happen when a higher trans-

former capacity and larger conductor are installed, thereby

producing a high current fault in operating systems [118]. The

severe effect of this type of fault has given rise to extensive

research in classification, identification, detection, and anal-

ysis of short-circuit in power lines [119]–[121].

B. EFFECT OF THERMAL STRESS ON OHLs

OHL conductors experience thermal stress due to high tem-

perature over long-term operations, which will be detrimental

to its mechanical properties and ultimately accelerate tensile

loss, elongation, annealing, sag and ground clearance, con-

ductor creep, and aging. These characteristics are related to

each other and associated with line temperature, and they also

affect hardware equipment.

1) SAG AND VERTICAL CLEARANCE

Sagging is the major thermal effect in power lines and occurs

when the conductor temperature is elevated over a long period

of time during line operation. A high conductor temper-

ature increases the sag value. Sag catenary with different
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height degrees of various factors contributes to sag incident,

as depicted in Fig. 14. The figure shows that sag occurrences

increase after the long-term operation of lines due to higher

loading imposed to the line and contribute to temperature rise,

thereby reducing the electrical clearance of the line from the

ground. Sag occurrences need to bemonitored tomaintain the

permissible vertical ground clearance of the line. The rela-

tionship between sag and conductor temperature was found

in [122]. Studies indicate that sag increase is directly propor-

tional to the line conductor. Sag incidents are most affected

by length, span, and weight of the conductor. Long-span

OHLs experience more sag incidents than short-span OHLs.

Likewise, a conductor with a larger diameter is more exposed

to sag incidents than one with a small diameter [123].

FIGURE 14. Catenary sag caused by different factors [124].

Sag is measured either from the lowest point of the cate-

nary in the vertical axis between two highest levels of the

tower (equal level) or between the highest and the lowest

level (different level) of the tower in the ruling span. The

CIGRE report provides a detailed sag calculation with respect

to both catenary levels [124]. Reference [125] calculated

the sag of an AAAC conductor with unequal tower spans.

However, [126] used the total sag equation error to determine

the accuracy of sag data in the calculation. Sag occurrence

is of particular concern when it occurs in extreme weather,

particularly high winds, thereby leading to galloping. Strong

winds will cause phase conductors to swing and make contact

with other phases, resulting in a short-circuit that in turn

leads to power outages. Hot summerweather emitsmore solar

intensity to the conductor and may increase line tempera-

ture [21]. Thus, lines experience sag more than usual during

summer. However, sag occurrences are allowed as long as

the minimum safety margin from the ground is maintained.

Hence, incidents should be monitored to avoid short-circuit,

which will cause a fault in line operation such as tripping.

Table 7 shows the permissible vertical clearance according to

various voltage levels in power lines [127].

TABLE 7. Permissible ground clearance according to different voltage
level in power line [127].

Sag and tension are a topic of interest for most researchers

because of their close relationship. Sag is inversely propor-

tional to the tension; a high sag results in low tension of

the conductor. The CIGRE technical brochure [124] also

takes into account the sag-tension calculation to determine

the suitable length or tension of installation cables according

to the conductor size. This step is necessary because limiting

the tension can determine the breaking strength during oper-

ation and installation. When the conductor is being installed,

permissible sag is required to prevent the conductor from

breaking due to high tension.

2) TENSILE STRENGTH AND ANNEALING

Tensile loss happens when conductors are exposed to high

temperatures frequently over a long time. Tension loss can

reduce the mechanical strength of a wire conductor espe-

cially when the conductor exceeds the permissible allowable

operating temperature. Consequently, it will accelerate the

conductor length, and the conductor has a great potential

to exceed the permissible ground clearance in the design.

Moreover, when the conductor temperature increases, the ten-

sile strength is reduced, thereby resulting in lower tension

and accelerating sag occurrences of lines. The conductor

then expands, thereby decreasing the electrical conductivity

and increasing the resistance of the conductor. Consequently,

the power losses of the conductor will be higher. Continuous

overheating of the conductor result in the annealing process.

Annealing occurs when the conductor is exposed to ele-

vated temperatures over a certain period of time, thereby

reducing the hardness and increase ductility of the material.

This condition accelerates the aging process and shortens the

operational life of the conductor when it operates beyond the

allowable temperature. Thus, an aging model was developed

to understand the thermal effect on high-temperature opera-

tion of the conductor [128]. Furthermore, aging analysis is

needed to estimate the life span of the conductor. Analyzing

the aging process of the conductor can provide operators

with guidelines for maintenance and replacement schedule,

planning utilization, and safety margins for system security

and reliability [19]. The concept of aging conductors has led

to studies on suitable replacements to avoid financial losses

caused by failure of aging conductors [129]. Old conduc-

tors are also more likely to cause temperature increases in
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overhead conductors, as supported by [130]. A temperature

increase in old conductors is caused by higher heat-radiated

power than new lines.

3) ELONGATION AND CREEP

Tensile strength is related to elongation. A higher line temper-

ature will produce uniform thermal stress to the line. Thereby

reducing the mechanical strength of the wire conductor and

affects the conductor’s elongation. This condition will even-

tually result in permanent elongation called creep, which

occurs when the conductor is exposed to high temperature

frequently [131]. Creep is caused by tensile loss and increased

sag under temperature increase. In this case, the conductor

will elongate and stay long even when it operates normally

and then continue to elongate when the temperature rises

again. Creep is permanent and must be avoided to maintain

the minimum vertical ground clearance.

In conductor selection, the coefficient of thermal expan-

sion is an important factor in the accelerated elongation of

wires. A nonhomogeneous conductor material has different

coefficients of thermal expansion in each wire. Normally,

the core of the conductor has a lower coefficient of thermal

coefficient expansion as a support function for the conductor.

For instance, the thermal coefficient of aluminum (ACSR) is

greater than that of steel, as listed in Table 8 [22] because

aluminum expands more quickly than steel when exposed to

high temperatures and the wire tension reaches zero. All the

tension of the conductor load depends on and is supported

by steel. This stage is called knee-point temperature. Refer-

ence [132] reported that the tensile strength of steel core is not

much affected by high-temperature operation under 200 ◦C.

Moreover, [133] found that the deterioration of the conductor

during annealing is not significant because steel strand wire

TABLE 8. Thermal linear expansion coefficient of common wire
conductor OHL [22], [57].

does not lose strength at temperatures up to 250 ◦C even

though the zinc coating suffers some damage. This feature

is the reason steel is chosen as a support for conductors.

However, CIGRE reported that not only external factors such

as temperature and mechanical loading of the conductor but

also internal factors such as chemical composite and geo-

metrical formation of strand wire contribute to permanent

elongation [41].Moreover, a conductor with a high steel wire-

to-aluminum ratio will have a higher strength and can delay

the elongation process [134].

4) JOINT CONNECTOR HARDWARE

Elevated temperature will affect the hardware of conductors,

such as splice conductor, dead-end clamp, or suspension

clamp. High temperature or high current during operation

increases the thermal stress of lines, eventually accelerating

aging and reducing the service life of the conductor and joint

conductor. Temperature distribution is higher when an alu-

minum slicer connector is used to grip an ACSR conductor.

An added aluminum splicer core layer in contact with the

aluminum outer conductor layer is expected to increase tem-

perature distribution on the surface conductor [135]. Elevated

temperature during operation results in increased resistivity

of the splice connector and reduces the clamping strength

of the connector [136]. EPRI found that 94.5% of joining

connectors failed when a conventional conductor operated at

125 ◦C. The temperature of the connector is higher than the

conductor temperature, which can lead to mechanical losses

of the connector [137]. In the long term, this condition may

reduce the efficiency and reliability of transmission lines due

to connection grip loss or fail, thereby resulting in less effi-

cient electric transfers [132]. Table 9 shows previous research

with the reported cause and effect of thermal stress on OHL.

V. MONITORING TECHNIQUES AND AVAILABLE

STANDARDS

A. MONITORING DEVICES

The current carrying capacity of conductors is associated

with conductor temperature. The amount of current passing

through the conductor can be increased either in normal

operation or in an unexpected situation during the service life

without exceeding the permissible temperature limit. High

temperatures may degrade the conductor’s performance and

deteriorate its service life in various ways, such as annealing,

tensile loss, elongation resulting in sag, creep, and eventu-

ally exceeding the permissible vertical limit, as discussed in

Section 4. Thus, monitoring is required to ensure the security

and reliability of the system over a long period of time. It also

helps operators understand the thermal behavior of conduc-

tors in any circumstance and prevent unwanted thermal stress

to maintain the long service life of the conductor. Moreover,

failure incidents in the system can be avoided. Monitoring

systems aim to ensure that power lines are efficient and

capable of transmitting energy for a long time.
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TABLE 9. Literature Findings on the Causes of Thermal Stress on OHLs.
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Weather is an essential factor in thermal behavior of OHL

because it determines the conductor temperature of lines.

The thermal behavior of conductors is influenced by weather

conditions. A monitoring device needs to be installed either

directly on the line or tower, with its locations being on top of

the tower, close to the line, or along the line, thereby ensuring

that the thermal behavior of the line can be determined and

weather data can be provided to treat thermal stress in the

OHL. CIGRE [116] provided comprehensive information on

the direct real-time monitoring system in OHLs, thereby

helping engineers in installations, direct monitoring issues,

device, software, and communication that can be used to

increase the reliability, accuracy, and economics of operating

systems.

Weather parameters along the line are crucial factors that

affect the line because they vary from one point to another.

Therefore, the conductor temperature and the elongation may

differ between each span depending on the span circum-

stances due to their terrain, wind direction, and shield span to

solar radiation. Hence, one or several critical stringing spans

have been identified by taking into account the length of the

span, shield span, unequal level span, and low wind speed to

acquire the lower current carrying capacity, ampacity, or high

sag occurrences, which will affect the entire line [123],

[138]–[140]. Therefore, a weather station or device measure-

ment is placed on the line or near transmission lines. Weather

data can be obtained using either direct or indirect method.

The direct method uses a monitoring device or a weather

monitoring station near specific towers or lines to obtain

the desired weather data. This method also helps ensure that

the operating conductor temperature does not exceed the

permitted limitation and ensures the maximum utilization of

line under a safety margin. A weather monitoring station or

sensors are used to determine important parameters, such as

solar intensity, wind direction and velocity, humidity air, rate

of rainfall and ambient temperature, along with the time and

nearby OHLs.

The indirect method can acquire data by using weather

forecast through numerical weather prediction [141]–[143] to

predict the particular weather condition by using a mathemat-

ical model. However, numerical weather prediction models

have limited applications, being unable to capture low wind

speeds below 3 m/s [144]. Thus, the weather measurement

data are more accurate according to particular span circum-

stances. Table 10 lists all the monitoring devices that are

used in monitoring OHLs. These devices have been used

in static line rating (SLR) and DTLR methods to prevent

overestimating the line rating and to monitor the thermal

behavior of the OHL. Table 11 lists a comparison of different

monitoring device that have been used for monitoring OHLs.

The DTLR system is more practical because it is applied for

real-time line rating and uses actual data for a particular line.

In contrast, SLR considers fixed data or assumes data under

the worst conditions, such as low wind speed, high air tem-

perature, and full solar heating. SLR also risks either overesti-

mating the line rating or underestimating the ampacity, which

TABLE 10. Monitoring techniques applied on overhead transmission
lines.

results in lower revenue. However, [145] found that the line

rating increased by asmuch as 1.8 times usingDLR compared

with SLR and varies every month over the year. Therefore,

the utility can connect to existing lines without considering

newly constructed power lines. The study also found that

DLR offers as much as a 8% increase in economic benefit

between two network zones in a year compared with SLR.

Hence, a monitoring method is needed to obtain weather data

and line characteristic data in OHL. Alternatively, monitoring

can use indirect calculation of mathematical models for sag

estimation and implemented in a computer program. The

calculation approach is different according to the level of

span [14], [124], [146]. Several studies reported on DTLR

techniques that improve protection scheme, line rating, mon-

itoring, power wind integration, and reduce traffic congestion

of lines [79], [89], [147]–[151].

B. IMPLEMENTATION OF CONDITION MONITORING IN

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Monitoring is a crucial aspect of improving the security and

reliability of lines during operation. Thermal monitoring is

needed because it can prevent undesirable events and helps
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TABLE 11. Comparison of different monitoring devices.

identify the thermal behavior of lines. The OHL capability

is restricted by high temperature, which results in the risk

of thermal stress. Several monitoring systems are available.

Table 12 shows the monitoring technologies that have been

implemented in several countries.

C. STANDARDS AVAILABLE FOR OHLs

Standards are required in designing, planning, and operating

a transmission line to address the safety issues, minimize

risks, and sustain the reliability of transmission lines during

operation. It also helps transmission engineers with economic

planning in terms of cost and dispatch system and ensures

efficient maintenance. Table 13 lists the available standards

for overhead transmission lines.

VI. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Conductor temperature and thermal rating are crucial ele-

ments to maintain good operating performance. A good con-

ductor should be operated at a prescribed temperature to

prevent the risk of thermal stress to lines. Typically, the max-

imum allowable conductor temperature is up to 75 ◦C for

ACSR conductors because they are mostly used in OHLs.

Thus, a high conductor temperature during operation has a
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TABLE 12. Monitoring technologies used in different countries.

bad effect on the conductor’s life span because it may degrade

the conductor’s tensile strength and vertical clearance [188].

Moreover, the conductor temperature and ampacity of lines

vary in each span due to terrain, session, load flow, and vari-

ability of weather conditions such as ambient temperature,

solar irradiation, wind speed, and direction. Strong winds

are among the main challenges in determining the conductor

temperature. Therefore, monitoring along the line or tower is

needed to address the issues.

At present, dynamic time thermal condition monitoring

is the better option than static thermal rating because it

helps determine the actual real-time value to obtain accurate

thermal line rating and conductor temperature according to

the actual situation in the measurement area. Moreover, risk

underestimation or overestimation by static thermal rating

can be reduced by real-time dynamic thermal rating. Ref-

erence [67] found that conductor temperature by dynamic

line rating in complex terrain is lower than static thermal

rating. In addition, this method is more reliable because of the

availability of real weather data during the assessment of the

particular area. However, it forecasts short-term conditions,

which vary because weather conditions and conductor tem-

peratures change with time. Certain issues emerged during

monitoring and forecasting emergency conditions, especially

in areas that have a complex terrain and frequently changing

weather conditions. For instance, areas with a high rainfall

rate and most probability of ice-covered conductors during

winter need more attention due to the evaporative effect,

which affects the conductor temperature changes and thermal

limit.

Furthermore, various studies covered weather data and

calculated the errors of uncertain parameter weather data.

However, they faced challenges in determining actual real

data in the study area due to irregular climate change, thus

causing difficulty in the estimation and prediction of conduc-

tor temperature during operation.

Hence, operators rely on measurement devices for line

monitoring to examine the conductor temperature, hot spot,

tension, sag, vertical clearance, ampacity, and weather condi-

tion. However, usingmonitoring devices increases investment

and maintenance costs, which may impose extra charges to

consumers. Furthermore, it will probably result in heavy load

to lines, which can lead to vertical clearance issues. As an

indirect monitoring method, numerical calculation can be

used to determine the conductor temperature, and its results

can be compared with measurement data to obtain accurate

results [189]. Weather data are required to perform the cal-

culation. However, better understanding uncertain weather

parameters is a challenge in improving the monitoring instru-

mentation, thereby influencing the conductor temperature of

OHL. Moreover, line monitoring is challenging given the

varying measurement data for each span, especially for trans-

mission lines in complex terrain. Thus, operators need to

find the best data measurement approach They must con-

sider appropriate monitoring devices and suitable placement

location according to the terrain to obtain a precise real-time

conductor temperature. Either direct or indirect monitoring is

faced with the challenge of ensuring accurate data measure-

ment during operation.

Global warming, uncertain seasons, weather, and cli-

mate changes cause variations in the conductor temperature.

Therefore, accurate estimation of OHLmeasurement conduc-

tor is a major challenge. Hence, the critical span needs to be

identified, with either single or several spans being used to

ascertain the worst circumstances. The critical span is the line

that has the worst or minimum weather condition, ampacity,
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TABLE 13. Standards for overhead transmission lines.
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current, low vertical clearance, long span, and high tempera-

ture [123], [198]. Monitoring a single span poses difficulty in

monitoring hot spots along the line. Therefore, critical span

can be determined by using the distribution sensor along the

line [199]. In this monitoring method, the operators need to

identify an optimal sensor placement and use a number of

sensors to obtain the temperature distribution along OHLs.

Increasing the number of temperature sensors can also ensure

that hot spots can be identified, thereby preventing anneal-

ing [170]. A new technique of monitoring critical span by

using weather data measurement along the line was presented

in [200]. The technique can determine the number of sensors,

hot spots, and sensor installation locations along the test line.

This technique has improved the traditional critical span

monitoring. However, even the new techniques face chal-

lenges in choosing an appropriate type of sensor in terms of

size, weight, and accuracy for critical span issues. In contrast,

monitoring for a single critical span requires a suitable sensor

installation location according to different circumstances to

ensure accurate data measurement. Moreover, when sensors

are used, the cost of purchasing, installation, and mainte-

nance also need to be considered. Some sensors come pack-

aged with installation, service, and communication, thereby

increasing operating costs compared with single critical span

monitoring.

Wireless sensor network technology in a smart grid system

was introduced into a monitoring system to address mainte-

nance cost and scale coverage. This technology can monitor

a wide transmission range which is connected with gen-

eration and distribution power. Wireless sensor technology

is applied in wide area monitoring systems and Internet of

Things, which involves monitoring, protection, and control

of systems. Real-time data are used, and different types of

sensors are installed on OHL systems. This technology works

together with telecommunication technology to improve the

transfer signal and information on network data especially

over a long distance [196], [206]. However, the technology

faces new challenges: 1) data security against cyberattacks,

2) expensive installation costs due to massive sensor appli-

cation and architecture, and 3) switching interface of data

communication between transmitting and receiving, storing,

processing, and analyzing data. Thewholemonitoring system

needs to be taken into account. Therefore, a robust system

must be developed by transmission engineers to overcome

all the issues. Various studies have been conducted to block

unauthorized access and avoid time delay in the processing,

collecting, and transmitting of data [207]–[209].

Although all monitoring devices can be used, manpower

is still needed for inspection and monitoring. Therefore,

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have attracted attention

because they are highly capable, reduce the reliance on

humans, and help reduce working time. Furthermore, UAVs

are practical because they can cover hundreds or thousands

of kilometers of transmission lines. UAVs have been used for

over 30 years and are increasingly being used for inspection

and maintenance of transmission lines. However, UAVs have

limited capability in detecting damage such as broken shield

wire strands, phase conductors, or towers [210], [211]. Bro-

ken wire strands will produce a high conductor temperature,

thereby leading to excessive thermal stress [8]. However,

these incidents were detected during routine maintenance,

inspection, and monitoring. While awaiting maintenance, the

incident may harm the conductor and accelerate its aging

process. Commonly, a UAV consists of a drone and robotics.

However, a drone is more beneficial because it can monitor

lines closely. The sensor monitoring device may be installed

in accordance with operational necessity. However, the fol-

lowing issues and challenges may emerge and need to be

considered [212]: 1) the total weight and appropriate size

of a monitoring device with a sensor installed; 2) the ability

of a UAV installed with numerous monitoring devices to fly

through the air; 3) how far the drone can move close to the

line for safety reasons given the high voltage flow through

transmission lines; 4) the battery life span during monitoring;

5) the appropriateness and accuracy of the monitoring device

in capturing the conductor temperature; and 6) different leg-

islation restrictions for commercial application of UAV for

operational safety to avoid public and security risks [213].

All issues need to be further examined before UAVs can be

widely used. Moreover, the sources of UAVs are scarce, thus

limiting further discussion.

VII. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The capability of OHL is determined by the conductor

temperature during transmission line operation. Usually,

the ACSR is used for transmission because it can withstand

normal operating temperatures of up to 75 ◦C and emergency

ratings of up to 127 ◦C. However, it depends on the diameter

and type of conductor in terms of electrical and mechani-

cal properties. A higher than normal conductor temperature

generates unwanted thermal stress and threatens the thermal

behavior of the conductor, thereby reducing the strength of

the conductor itself, affecting the vertical ground clearance,

and accelerating the annealing process of the conductor. Over

long-term operation, the conductor’s service life and perfor-

mance will deteriorate. Thus, thermal stress monitoring must

be considered to ensure the line will operate satisfactorily to

minimize the contingency state in line operation and expand

the life span of the transmission line.

The conductor temperature depends on the length span,

the load carried by OHL, weather condition, and electrical

properties of the conductor. However, each span varies along

OHL due to atmospheric conditions according to the terrain

of the area, thereby resulting in uncertain parameters and

different lengths of span and in turn presenting the main

challenge in determining the thermal behavior of OHL.More-

over, issues and challenges in OHL monitoring need to be

considered to ensure accurate measurement data. This issue

can be addressed by using an appropriate monitoring device

and technique.

The study provides a few suggestions to improve moni-

toring in transmission lines and data collection on thermal
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stress of OHLs. In some cases, reconductoring with HTLS

conductors is another way to ensure that the conductors can

withstand temperatures of up to 250 ◦C. These conductors can

handle increased demand and high temperatures, and they can

also address the issues of sag during high-temperature opera-

tion. Even though they have higher construction and installa-

tion costs compared with existing conductors in OHLs, they

offer good benefits for long-term operation.

Thermal stress is greatly influenced by weather condition.

Weather is the biggest challenge in monitoring the conduc-

tor temperature of OHLs. As a result of climate change,

the conductor temperature varies in each span length and is

more affected under complex terrain, thus possibly reach-

ing or exceeding their limits. Direct or indirect monitoring

can help monitor the thermal behavior of OHL. In indirect

monitoring, most calculations according to the IEEE and

CIGRE standards ignored evaporation heat transfer. To obtain

accurate thermal stress, the evaporative effect needs to be

taken into account, especially areas with frequent, prolonged

rainfall. Humid weather and the presence of wind after rain

also change the conductor temperature and ampacity. Thus,

considering the evaporative effect can also improve the esti-

mation and prediction pattern of conductor temperature under

specific circumstances. Moreover, indirect monitoring results

do not reflect the temperature distribution along the conductor

and the formation of hot spots on the defective area of the

conductor’s surface. Finite element method and finite volume

method such as ANSYS mathematical package can be used

to simulate the distribution of thermal stress of OHL with

additional visualization features and to investigate the impact

of the more accurate mixed convective cooling model.

Dust particles deposited on an OHL bare conductor can

degrade the performance of the conductor. Therefore, pol-

lution events that may contribute to thermal stress to the

conductor need to be studied, such as haze events in Asian

countries. The haze event pattern is an annual event that

carries dry wind and hot weather together with dust particles.

Combustion causes dust particles to deposit on the crevices

of conductor wires. Thus, studies on the thermal effect that

involve accelerating the aging of the conductor over long-

term operation needs to be performed. Thermal stress under

DLR in pollution event also needs to be further analyzed

given the weak light emittances. The effect of wind speed

and ambient temperature of lines during the pollution event

needs to be taken into account in the analysis. The ampacity or

temperature of the line can be calculated using heat transfer

equation provided by the available standards, as mentioned

before.

UAV application in line with current technological devel-

opments has a high potential in OHL monitoring. There-

fore, the application of UAV in monitoring and surveillance

techniques is practical because it offers several advantages,

such as lower maintenance cost of implementation and man-

power; ability to monitor close to lines; efficient maintenance

scheduling, which may help quickly detect thermal stress at

OHLs; and ability to monitor over long distances. Sensor

monitoring devices can be applied via a hybrid detection

system of OHLs. Hybrid detection system techniques may

help detect andmeasure the severity of thermal spots at OHLs

and monitor the thermal stress of the conductor. Applicable

devices are 1) ultrasonic sensor for detecting partial discharge

on the cables; 2) infrared camera or thermal camera such as

ThermoVision A40M for thermal imaging, which can detect

the heat emitted from the surface of the line, identify the

formation of hot spots from defective power component,

connectors, and splicers; 3) laser scanner for overall conduc-

tor detection abnormality; 4) IR sensor for crack detection;

5) monocular camera or digital camera to capture visual

images of the conductor; 6) vision camera that can detect

dust and smoke incident; and 7) a smart Arduino sensor

for weather measurement and detection. These monitoring

devices have a light weight and low cost due to their simple

circuit.

The use of a wireless portable weather monitoring station

by interfacing a smart sensor and weather sensor with a

microcontroller can be considered inmonitoring transmission

lines. This technique ensures accurate weather data measure-

ment of parameters such as temperature and humidity, solar

intensity, and wind speed. Examples of a microcontroller that

can be used are ATmega or PIC16F887 microcontroller. The

data from the monitoring system are transferred to the base

station through wireless communication technology, such as

the XBee-Pro RF module. This monitoring station can be

installed easily in the desiredmeasurement location, is easy to

handle, and may help reduce regular maintenance. A suitable

location and an appropriate sensor to be integrated with the

microcontroller especially at a high voltage and long trans-

mission line distance need to be determined for accurate data

measurement. The accuracy of weather reading may help

determine the ampacity and the thermal stress of lines, and it

can be used by researchers and institutions for weather mon-

itoring research. Monitoring OHLs efficiently can identify

thermal stress, which influences the thermal behavior of the

line and ultimately enhances the performance, reliability, and

capability of OHLs.
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